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shirts and black satin capes, the complete outfit that is
given to petty chiefs. Arms and money were also given to
them. One party of them was armed with Italian
Mannlicher and Alpini rifles.
For three or four days these people filled the Imperial
cave and the place in front of it. They left the Emperor
clutching in their fists the ten or fifteen thalers which he
had just given them. In their striped shirts with their filthy
cotton rags underneath they looked savages enough.
They had been given their instructions. They were to
strike the enemy in the back on the morning of the offensive.
Our observers assured us that enemy reinforcements were
coming up.
Once more the propitious moment seemed to have been
missed. The Emperor meanwhile was more than ever
determined to attack.
Continual business round the cave. . . . Each day
brought some new obstacle to delay the offensive. It had
almost been fixed for the 28th when Ras Getatchu and
Likaba Tasso declared that they were not ready ... the
Azebu promised their help for Monday . . . more delay
. . . the same day our camp was bombed heavily.
In Ethiopia Sunday is a day of rest, and so another day
was lost.
The Emperor asked me how many Italians I thought were
assembled at Mai Chow. I answered that for lack of any
service of information it was difficult to tell. But I thought
five to eight thousand.
" Not twelve to fifteen thousand ? " he asked : and so the
number of Ethiopians to be thrown into the attack was
raised from fifteen to twenty-five thousand.
On Sunday evening the Emperor crossed the mountain
covered with bush which faced the enemy hills. A plain three
kilometres long separated us from the Italians. He climbed
to the top and from there inspected our artillery positions.
" Wasn't there some protected place for me ? ** he asked.
Dedjazmatch Wolde Emanuel had naturally taken all our
workers to make one. " Hasn't he done anything ? " I
asked in niy turn.
" No, the rock that they worked on was terribly hard and
they haven't been able to do anything."

